Alternative Discounting Beyond Missing Information: Effects of Confidence in Evaluating
Marketers constantly face the challenge of deciding what and how much product information to provide to consumers. Due to many constraints such as ad space, labelling regulations and consumer information overload, it is neither possible nor strategically appropriate to provide all the information available all the time. Even if marketers attempted to do so, there is some information that is simply not available until the consumption experience is completed (eg. experience and/or credence attributes), and ultimately only the consumer can determine what constitutes "full" and/or "unambiguous" information provision for them personally in any choice task. Yet, there remains a great deal to be learned about information provision effects on alternative evaluation.
A popular stream in the information provision research area deals with the effects of missing information (MI). Many studies have examined how evaluations and decisions are influenced when important attribute information is not available to consumers. A common finding is that alternatives involving MI are often discounted or rated less positively than full-information alternatives (Huber and McCann 1982, Meyer 1981; Yates, Jagacinski, and Faber 1978) . Other studies have shown that MI can lead to equally or more favourable evaluations versus fully described alternatives (Jaccard and Wood 1988; Levin, Johnson and Faroane 1984; Levin, Chapman and Johnson 1988, and MacPhillamy 1974) in certain conditions.
These seemingly conflicting findings are reconciled in research that considers the effects of MI detection and the use of inferences to fill in MI. Studies suggest the mixed findings may be the result of consumers 1) reducing the uncertainty and discounting associated with MI by filling in the MI (Dick, Chakravarti and Biehal 1990; Ford and Smith 1987; Huber and McCann 1982; Levin, Chapman and Johnson 1988) , or 2) not detecting the MI at all resulting in no effect of the MI uncertainty (Sanbonmatsu, Kardes and Herr 1992) . Taken together these findings pose a number of interesting and substantial questions. If consumers discount alternatives that are associated with uncertainty due to MI, yet form inferences to reduce the uncertainty and thus the discounting, in what other contexts might they be following similar uncertainty detection/resolution/discounting evaluation behaviour? What other forms of alternative uncertainty might be associated with discounting behaviour? What factors impact whether the uncertainty is detected? What mechanisms do consumers employ to resolve other types of uncertainty? In other words, many (non-MI) evaluation contexts may be uncertainty affected and similar uncertainty resolution/discounting influences may need to be investigated to more fully aid in information provision decisions.
This study proposes discounting of alternatives can occur in many contexts. Whenever there is uncertainty associated with the alternative, "confidence in evaluating" (CE) may be impacted. If the uncertainty is detected, it should lead to decreased CE and increased discounting of the affected alternative. However, if the decision maker is able to resolve the uncertainty, CE should be restored and discounting attenuated. Uncertainty/discounting can vary in 'full information' situations due to many variables such as attribute inconsistency/ambiguity, attribute type (concrete versus abstract), brand equity, information source, and attribute value variance.
In addition, consumer's likelihood to detect MI or other uncertainty may be a function of contextual variables such as consumer's choice goal, personal characteristics and environment.
Finally, consumer's ability to resolve uncertainty with mechanisms such as inference formations may vary as a function of detection, context and type of uncertainty.
Thus, the present study has three purposes. First, it examines the moderating role of CE on discounting in a MI context replicating the type of context in which the uncertainty/discounting effect has most commonly been observed. Second, it examines variables other than MI that may reduce consumers' confidence in evaluating and, if left unresolved, result in alternative discounting. Finally, it proposes a model suggesting interactive effects of sources of uncertainty, consumer's uncertainty detection, and uncertainty resolution on overall confidence in evaluating and subsequent discounting. The model implications are substantial in that it extends the long observed discounting/evaluation effects of MI to far broader situations involving other sources of uncertainty and ambiguity resolution.
Conceptual Development

Effects of Missing Information on Evaluations
Given the high likelihood of MI in consumer environments, it is not surprising that it has been a focus of research for a many years. A choice situation involves MI when values for one or more of the attributes considered relevant for the decision task are not immediately available for one or more alternatives in the choice set (Burke 1996 ). An early study by Slovic and Macphillamy (1974) showed that when making pairwise comparative judgments, given attributes appeared to be weighted more heavily if they were common to both alternatives than if they were unique.
They suggested that comparisons along common dimensions may demand less cognitive strain and thus be more appealing. Since then a number of studies have focussed on investigating how MI impacts overall evaluations (Huber and McCann 1982; Jaccard and Wood 1988, Kardes, Posavac and Cronley 2004; Levin, Chapman and Johnson 1988; Meyer 1981; Simmons and Lynch 1991) . Most studies agree that uncertainty associated with MI results in evaluation differentials between full and partially described alternatives (Edenbach and Moore 2000, Huber and McCann 1982; Jaccard and Wood 1988 , Johnson and Levin 1985 , Kardes, Posavac and Cronley 2004 Levin, Chapman and Johnson 1988) .
Discounting?
Discounting or the "penalty effect" refers to the common finding that alternatives with missing values are evaluated less favourably than alternatives with at least an average value for each attribute. It is intuitively appealing to expect alternatives involving MI to be discounted considering consumers' tendency to be risk averse (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) . Product descriptions with missing attribute values may be viewed as involving second order uncertainty at both the evaluation level and the attribute value level in that not only are the various outcomes probabilistic, but the associated probabilities are also usually unknown (Peterson and Pitz 1988 ).
Thus it is no surprise that discounting behaviour has often been observed in experimental evaluation tasks involving MI (Edenbach and Moore 2000, Huber and McCann 1982; Jaccard and Wood 1988; Johnson and Levin 1985; Meyer 1981; Simmons and Lynch 1991; Yates, Jagacinski and Faber 1978) . Kardes, Posavac and Cronley (2004) suggest a number of different processes that may all ultimately result in discounting of MI alternatives. First, inferences may be formed to fill in the missing value based on perceived correlations between the missing attribute and given information, but adjusted by a constant that is often negative to account for the MI uncertainty (Johnson and Levin 1985) . Alternatively, MI can serve as a negative cue on its own and be treated as a separate piece of information to be integrated in the evaluation task with or without inference formations regarding the missing values (Simmons and Lynch, 1991) . Finally, holistic adjustments (inferential corrections) may be made to overall evaluations of MI alternatives to correct for perceived bias or uncertainty when consumers are aware of omissions or MI (Kardes, Posavac and Cronley 2004) .
Inference Use and Missing Information Evaluations
The above discussion suggests that regardless of the process, discounting due to MI appears to be driven by a penalty for uncertainty associated with the missing values coupled with risk aversion. However, while several investigations have shown that alternatives involving MI are often discounted or rated less positively than full-information alternatives, others have shown that MI can lead to equally or more favourable evaluations versus fully described alternatives.
It can be argued that if the uncertainty of the MI alternatives could be reduced, so would the risk aversion and resulting discounting. Evidence shows that MI alternative evaluations that incorporate inferences may be viewed with more confidence and certainty than those left with non-inferred missing values (Huber and McCann 1982, Levin, Chapman and Johnson 1988) .
Decision processes that involve inferences about missing attributes often reduce uncertainty and impact evaluation effects. In their study, Huber and McCann (1982) showed that average rating levels were reduced when an attribute value was missing possibly due to respondents assigning arbitrary discounted values to the MI. However, this devaluation was significantly attenuated when subjects made specific inferences regarding the missing attributes. "The loss due to not being told enough information is lessened by being asked to infer the missing value," (Huber and McCann 1982, page 331).
Missing information alternatives have even been shown to be associated with equally or more positive evaluations. Levin, Chapman and Johnson (1988) conducted a study that supported the idea that prompted inferences increased confidence in and attenuated discounting of MI alternatives. Some subjects were asked to write down a value for the MI in some gambles before making an evaluative rating. Results indicated that confidence in evaluations and evaluative ratings were both lower for missing-than full-information alternatives when inferences were not explicitly directed. In contrast, when inferences were explicitly directed, confidence in MI evaluations was significantly elevated and on average evaluations of MI alternatives were rated more positively than full-information gambles. While this study involved simple payoff/probability gambles and explicit inference direction which may not generalise to consumer buying situations, Levin and Johnson (1987) also conducted a study involving price and quality dimensions of ground beef. Again, subjects explicitly directed to form inferences gave higher relative ratings to MI alternatives than did control subjects.
Thus a number of studies suggest that in decisions involving MI, decision processes that involve inferences may help resolve the uncertainty associated with the MI and result in less of the discounting associated with risk aversion that would otherwise occur.
Confidence in Inferences
Given that attenuation in discounting due to inference use is likely to be associated with a perceived reduction in uncertainty, it is intuitively appealing to argue that confidence in the inferences themselves should affect this impact. So how confident are consumers in their inferences?
A significant number of psychological studies have shown that people often tend to be overconfident in their inferences. Collins, Warnock, Aiello and Miller (1975) suggest that inferences are typically assigned a greater-than-chance truth probability. Inferences often are characterised by elaborative thinking (Collins et al 1975) , and "people tend to be overconfident in such judgments -the degree of confidence expressed is not matched by reality" (Hogarth 1980 , page 75). Pennington and Hastie (1988) suggest that inferences may not even be encoded as inferences but as given information. If this occurs it would certainly explain why the uncertainty associated with the MI alternative would be reduced.
Alba and Hutchinson (2000) discuss a number of explanations for overconfidence in judgments including two that are particularly relevant for confidence in inferences. First, many studies suggest that overconfidence in beliefs is due to misattribution of the status of retrieved information. Inferences retrieved from memory may be interpreted as recall of prior knowledge.
Second, inferences may be held with overconfidence due to the incorrect beliefs that the complete set of possible values for the attribute had been considered and that an exhaustive analysis had been conducted.
Studies in judgment and decision making have also considered the impact of the level of confidence in inferences on evaluations. Levin, Chapman and Johnson (1988) found that rather than having lower levels of confidence in the MI tasks, confidence was in fact higher in the MI tasks when subjects were asked to estimate missing values. They suggest that overconfidence may be the result of accepting one's own inferences as information without considering possible error.
A similar conclusion was drawn by Sanbonmatsu, Kardes and Sansone (1991) . In a study that examined how judgmental confidence varied as a function of time it was found that confidence in inferences were more extreme and confidently held after a week's time post evaluation. They suggested that while confidence in judgments about unknown attributes may be low at the time of evaluation due to the recognition of the absence of direct evidence, higher confidence over time was likely due to forgetting that direct evidence about the attribute was not provided. Lim and Kim (1992) found that discounting was attenuated when inferences were used to fill-in missing attributes as well. However, they also found that the effect was moderated by consumers' confidence in the inferences. Specifically, while the formation of inferences did indeed reduce discounting, the impact occurred only when coupled with high confidence in the inferences. This suggests the effect is primarily a function of resolution of the uncertainty associated with the MI itself.
Detection
Finally, if consumers fail to detect the MI at all, there is no resulting impact of MI uncertainty.
Sanbonmatsu, Kardes and Herr (1992) found evidence that consumers (particularly those with low content specific knowledge) may not always recognize the absence of relevant information when forming judgments. As recognition of the absence of relevant information often leads to more neutral judgments, failure to recognize the absence will also lead to failure to moderate judgments and confidence in those judgments accordingly. Experimental support was observed for this tendency.
Current Study Propositions
Taken together, previous findings show that in situations of MI, many variables impact consumers' willingness and ability to detect and resolve the uncertainty associated with the MI.
If not resolved, the uncertainty often results in discounting of the MI alternative. These finding pose many questions about if, when and how consumers might similarly detect and resolve other types of information uncertainty. What other forms of alternative uncertainty might be associated with discounting behaviour? Are there other (non-MI) evaluation contexts that might be uncertainty affected resulting in similar uncertainty resolution and discounting influences? If so, considering such effects in non-MI situations may aid in the overall understanding of evaluation and processing in many consumer behaviour contexts.
This study proposes discounting of alternatives can occur in many contexts. Whenever uncertainty is associated with an alternative, "confidence in evaluating" (CE) may be impacted.
If the uncertainty is detected, it should lead to decreased CE and increased discounting of the alternative. However, if the decision maker is able to resolve the uncertainty, CE should be restored and discounting attenuated. Uncertainty/discounting may vary in 'full information' Second, we propose a model suggesting interactive effects of sources of uncertainty, consumer's uncertainty detection, and uncertainty resolution on overall CE and subsequent discounting. The model implications are substantial in that it extends the long observed discounting/evaluation effects of MI to far broader situations involving other sources of uncertainty and ambiguity resolution.
Study 1
Based on the above discussion, a pilot study using secondary data collected for a previous MI process tracing experiment (Burke 1995) was conducted. These secondary data were used because they were collected in an experiment in which MI was manipulated in a context similar to that in which the discounting effect has most commonly been observed. However, other variables were also collected which allow an assessment of whether confidence in inferences alone (supporting the Lim and Kim study) or CE as well played a role in the uncertainty/discounting effects as associated with the MI. Thus, the data were examined to assess the following:
H1) higher levels of confidence in inferences about MI will better resolve uncertainty and restore CE H2) increases in CE AND confidence in inferences will BOTH result in reductions in discounting.
The data are taken from a study in which a sample of 84 subjects performed binary choice tasks varying in amounts of MI. The tasks involved subjects choosing between two alternatives (either laptops or cameras) while concurrent verbal protocols were recorded. Up to four attributes for each alternative were presented (one or two attribute values were omitted from product descriptions based on experimental conditions for the initial study, see Burke 1995 for further explanation of the original experiment). The attributes were presented in a description similar to those seen in product catalogues rather than matrix format to avoid increasing the salience of MI. After choosing an alternative, subjects completed a post-treatment survey measuring product evaluations (using a five 5-point sematic differential scale items), selfreported inference use asking subjects to list any assumptions they made about the products during evaluation, and measures of confidence in inference formations ( 5-point "not at all confident" to "very confident"). Importantly, the study also asked subjects to rate how confident overall they were in making their evaluations. This measure assessed their CE on a five-point scale from "not at all confident" to "very confident" in being able to make a good evaluation.
The measures used were consistent with those used in prior studies (Levin, Chapman and Johnson 1988) .
A "discounting" variable was created by taking the difference between individual MI evaluations summed over the five sematic differential scales minus the AVERAGE similarly measured full information evaluative rating in the same product category. For example, an individual subject's summed evaluative rating for a laptop description that had MI was subtracted from the average summed rating across all subjects that evaluated the full information laptop description. A negative difference would indicate a discounting measure of the MI alternative.
ANOVA examinations were conducted to assess the interactive effects of inference use coupled with confidence in inference formations on CE and discounting of MI alternatives. As inference use and confidence in inference formations are associated, the interactive effect of confidence in inference formations and inference use was assessed by comparing the mean levels of confidence in evaluations and discounting across four cells that crossed two levels each (high and low) of inference use and confidence in inference formations (see Figures 1 and 2 ).
Supporting Hyp1, the resulting examinations of mean levels of CE and discounting showed that when inference use and confidence in inference formations were both high, CE was higher (x=3.2) than when either of those two variables were at lower levels (x=2.5, F=3.41, p=.07).
Further, when both inference use and confidence in inference formations were high, significantly less discounting of MI alternatives occurred (x= 2.9 suggesting in fact higher evaluations for the MI alternatives) than when either variable was low (x= .09, F=5.63, p<.03). These exploratory analyses suggested that confidence in inference formations affected both CE and discounting.
INSERT FIGURES 1 AND 2 ABOUT HERE
Following the exploratory ANOVA analyses, an estimation of a Partial Least Squares (PLS) structural equation model incorporating the associations was conducted. Using PLS, estimation is based on OLS fixed point iterations on subsets of model parameters until convergence is achieved. A primary purpose of PLS is to predict variables according to residual variance minimisations as specified in the model structure. Due to its roots in OLS, the use of PLS involves few distributional assumptions so that PLS can estimate systems of causal relationships, accommodate multiple-item measures (measures of inference use and evaluations were both multiple-item) and limited sample sizes (Fornell 1987) . The best fitting model found in exploratory PLS estimation testing various models (Figure 3 ) suggests a more complex relationship between inference use, confidence in inferences, CE and discounting than had been suggested by previous studies.
The estimated model that provided the best fit to the data suggests support for both H1 and H2.
Specifically, confidence in inference formations was shown to have direct positive effects on both inference use specified as a latent variable with two measures, self-reported and coded from protocols (coefficient = .21) AND on CE (coefficient = .20) supporting H1. Further, discounting was shown to be impacted by both inference use AND CE. Specifically, while inference use had a direct negative effect on discounting (coefficient = -.24), CE had an equally strong negative impact on discounting (coefficient = -28) supporting H2. These results suggest that the discounting observed in this MI study was attenuated not only by the formation of confidently held inferences, but also by an overall improvement in the consumers' CE. Overall model evaluation criteria showed that the structural model root mean squared residual covariance of the estimated model was .08, and total root mean squared covariance was .28. Thus, the model explained more than 70% of the variable covariance, which is considered good for this type of behavioural model (Bentler 1989, pg. 93) . Finally, all reported path coefficients were significant at an alpha level of .05 based on the PLS jackknifing procedure (Fornell and Barclay 1983) .
INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE
Taken together, the pattern of results suggests a possible moderating role of CE in the discounting of MI alternatives, and a more complex uncertainty detection -resolutionevaluation/discounting relationship than previously studied. Based on these exploratory findings a primary data experiment was conducted to replicate and extend the results.
Study 2
A second study incorporating a purpose designed experiment was conducted to assess whether CE plays a moderating role in the uncertainty/discounting effect in a MI context (again, where the discounting effect has most commonly been observed). The experiment was designed to replicate the findings of the exploratory study supporting H1 and H2. Furthermore, the study considers three context variables that are likely to affect CE: product familiarity, perceived correlation between given and missing attributes and the importance of the choice.
Factors Affecting CE
Sanbonmatsu, Kardes and Herr (1992) suggest that highly knowledgeable consumers are more likely to detect MI and form inferences. Further, they may be confident enough in their inference formations, and thus CE to mask expected set-size effects. As inferences about MI are often assumed to be based on same-brand, other brand or category cues (Ford and Smith 1988) , familiar consumers may more confidently recognise and use such cues to form confidently held inferences and resolve uncertainty. Alba and Hutchinson (1987) hypothesise that familiarity increases the likelihood of analytic processing that includes schema-based, causal and problemsolving inference formations. Elaborative thinking may be associated with higher confidence in judgmental processes (Collins et al 1975) . Hence, the ability to elaborate due to familiarity may also increase consumers' utilisation of uncertainty resolution mechanisms such as the formation of confidently held inferences and subsequent CE.
Perceived correlations between given and missing attribute values may also impact consumers' ability to form inferences to resolve uncertainty and thus CE. Many studies have suggested that consumers often form "probabilistic consistency" inferences about MI based on perceived ecological associations between missing and given information (Felipe 1970 , Ford and Smith 1987 , Huber and McCann 1982 Kardes, Prosavac and Cronley 2004) . It has been suggested that when such inference strategies are considered, inference makers may be sensitive to evidence about the validity of the expectations regarding the associations (Simmons and Leonard 1990) . Thus, the likelihood of using inferences to resolve uncertainty may vary when perceived correlations between missing and given attributes vary. Further, Dick, Chakravarti and Biehal (1990) suggest that correlation-based probabilistic consistency inferences may be perceived as more diagnostic than other types of inferences, and will be used when relevant information is accessible in memory. Yet, when consumers have less access in memory to strong attribute correlations, they may be less likely to form probabilistic consistency inferences.
This suggests that when perceived strong attribute correlations are not accessible, less diagnostic inference processes (such as evaluative consistency) that may be held with less confidence may be more likely. Therefore, it is suggested that perceived attribute correlations may also impact consumers' ability to form confidently held inferences, resolve uncertainty and impact ultimate CE.
Finally, task importance may also impact CE in that high task importance may make accuracy of the decision more salient. Decision importance may motivate increased search for information, more extensive problem solving and evaluation strategies and result in more elaborative thinking (Petty, Cacioppo and Schumann 1983) . In situations where consumers are either unable or unwilling to search for more information to fill in missing values, inferences that are formed in high importance decision tasks may be associated with more extensive and elaborative problem solving due to the perceived risks of the decision task. As earlier studies have suggested (Collins et al 1975) , such elaborative thinking may also result in overconfidence in the formed inferences and thus less uncertainty and greater CE. In summary, it is suggested that:
H3) higher levels of familiarity, perceived attribute correlations and involvement will be associated with higher levels of confidence in inferences and CE.
Experimental Design
The second study was specifically designed to assess whether CE plays a moderating role in the uncertainty/discounting effect as suggested in the exploratory study. In addition, the study considers three context variables that are likely to affect CE: product familiarity, perceived correlation between given and missing attributes and the importance of the choice. Again, as the study aims to assess the role of CE relative to other factors recognised to be associated with discounting, the experiment uses a MI context where the discounting effect has most commonly been studied.
The experimental objectives were to 1) assess the effects of inference use, confidence in inference formations and CE on discounting of MI alternatives, and 2) examine effects of product category familiarity, missing and given attribute perceived correlations and decision importance on CE and discounting. To accomplish this, a full-factorial 2x2x2 between subjects design was used in which three variables (product category familiarity, attribute correlations, and task importance) were manipulated in a MI evaluation setting.
Subjects
A sample of undergraduate and graduate students (n = 178) voluntarily participated in the study and were randomly assigned to treatment groups. After deleting incomplete observations, a total of 156 valid observations were examined.
Stimuli
Subjects received questionnaires that consisted of a cover story, instructions, a product description, and a battery of evaluation and confidence measurements. Each subject performed the evaluation task for a single product representing one treatment cell of the experiment. The product description named the product category and provided a list of four non-price attributes and a value for three of the four listed attributes. In each case, one of four attribute values was left as "N/A".
Product familiarity was manipulated by using two product categories representing either high or low levels of familiarity (PC's and steam carpet cleaners, respectively). The two product categories were chosen based on pretests from the same population as used in the full experiment. The product categories were similar to one another in many ways (durable, household, electrical products) and had been used in similar past studies that manipulated MI and familiarity (Burke 1995 (Burke , 1996 Simmons and Leonard 1990; Simmons and Lynch 1991) .
Attribute correlations were manipulated by varying which attribute was left "N/A" depending on the test condition. For each alternative, four non-price attributes were presented in matrix form.
For PC's these were system-type (PC or Mac), warranty, software availability, and memory. For carpet cleaners they were area cleaned per refill, versatility, tank capacity, and weight when full.
In high correlation cases an attribute perceived to be highly correlated with the other attributes provided (based on pretest results) was left missing. The attributes perceived as having high correlations with the other attributes were software availability for PC's and tank capacity for carpet cleaners. In low correlation cases an attribute perceived to have low correlation with the other provided attributes (based on pretest results) was left missing (warranty and versatility, for PC's and carpet cleaners, respectively).
Finally, decision importance was manipulated by providing instruction in half of the cases that "there are only a few participants in this part of the survey, so your responses are especially important. If you do not feel able or willing to carefully consider your answers, please let the administrator know."
Procedure
Immediately following exposure to the cover story, product descriptions were presented.
Measures were then taken on confidence in inference formations if formed, evaluations of the described product, and CE. Confidence in inference formations was measured using four Likert scale items such as "I strongly disagree/agree that: my assumption is correct, I feel good about my assumption, etc." Evaluations were measured using three 5-point semantic differential scale items such as Like-Dislike, Would Buy-Would Not Buy. CE was measured using four Likert scale items such as "I strongly disagree/agree that: my evaluation is correct, I feel confident about my evaluation."
Following these measurements, manipulation checks were conducted in which subjects indicated the degree to which they were familiar with the product categories, perceived the given and missing attributes to be related, and felt involved or interested in the task.
Finally, subjects provided evaluations of the "full-information" product descriptions in the product category not used in their experimental condition (either PC's or carpet cleaners, but not the category they evaluated in the experimental task). These measures were used as the full information evaluation comparison measures in the calculation of the MI discounting variables.
Specifically, each of three measures of discounting were calculated as the average full information response on one of the three "evaluation" sematic scale items minus the individual MI response on the corresponding item. For example, if the average full information response on the five-point scale of "dislike" to "like" for PC's was 3.5 and an individual's MI response on the same item for the PC was 2.9, that measure of discounting would be .6. This calculation was done on an individual response basis for each of the three evaluation scale items in each of the two product categories resulting in three measures of discounting as well.
Prior to testing the hypothesised effects, ANOVA's were performed to assess the effectiveness of the manipulations. Each of the three manipulations produced significant or marginally significant differences in the associated treatment variables across conditions. Specifically, subjects exposed to PC descriptions reported significantly higher familiarity with the product category than those exposed to steam carpet cleaners (x = 4.2 on a 7-point scale for PC's versus 2.0 for carpet cleaners, F = 112.7, p<.001). Subjects exposed to "highly correlated" missing attributes reported significantly higher perceived "relatedness" of the missing and given attributes than those exposed to "weakly correlated" missing attributes (x = 4.9 versus 3.8, F = 23.86, p<.001). Subjects exposed to the importance prompt reported that they took the task more seriously than those that were not prompted (x = 3.6 versus 3.2, F = 2.88, p<.10). Once the effectiveness of the manipulations was established, the hypothesised effects were tested.
Findings
Results from the exploratory study regarding the effects of confidence in inference formations and the moderating effects of CE on discounting were replicated. ANOVA and PLS analyses were again used to test the effects. Each will be discussed separately.
To assess the effects of confidence in inference formations on subjects' CE and discounting of MI alternatives, two one-way ANOVA's were conducted with confidence in inference formations as the independent variable and CE or discounting as the dependent variables.
Confidence in inference formations was transformed to a categorical variable to examine mean comparisons. This transformation was done by summing across the four Likert scale item measures of the variable and then partitioning into high, moderate and low categories based on tertiary splits. The summations of the confidence in inferences measures ranged from 4 to 20 out of 20 possible (four five-point items), and summations below ten (n=54) were categorised as "low", from 10-13 (n=52) as "moderate", and above thirteen (n=50) as "high."
The results suggested that confidence in inference formations had significant effects on both CE (F=61.95, p<.001) and discounting of MI alternatives (F=16.30, p<.001). Examination of the means showed that the effects were in the expected direction in that CE (summed over the four measures of the variable) was much greater when confidence in inference formations was high (x = 15.0) than when it was moderate or low (x = 12.1 and 8.9, respectively). Similarly, discounting of MI alternatives was much lower when confidence in inferences was high (x = -2.5 meaning that the MI evaluation was higher than the full information evaluation on average, which is consistent with previous research) than when it was moderate or low (x = -.82 and .00, respectively).
Thus, these results replicate the findings in Study 1 and provide further support for H1 in that higher levels of confidence in inferences about MI resulted in higher CE.
In addition to the ANOVA's, PLS structural equation modelling was used to examine the relationships between context, inference use, confidence in inferences, CE and evaluations. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4 . Various models were tested. Figure 4 shows that confidence in inferences had a significant positive direct effect on CE (coefficient = .34, p<.05). It also had significant negative direct (coefficient = -.27, p<.05) AND indirect effects through CE on discounting of MI alternatives. Importantly, CE was ALSO shown to have an independent significant direct effect on discounting (coefficient = -.20, p<.05).
Significance of all PLS path coefficients was determined using the Jackknifing program provided in the PLS software. These findings provide support for H1-2 in that higher levels of confidence in inferences were positively associated with CE suggesting better resolution of uncertainty and restoration of CE. Furthermore, increases in BOTH confidence in inferences (replicating Lim and Kim 1992) AND CE (supporting a moderating role of CE in the uncertainty/discounting effect) lead to reductions in discounting.
INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE
As shown in Figure 4 , the model also provides support for H3. "Context" is modelled as a formative variable in PLS in that it can be viewed as an index produced by (as opposed to being an underlying factor of) the observed indicators. With this specification, the unobservables are predictors of "context" and the model attempts to best explain variance in the structural part of the model while more net failure of fit is partitioned to measurement residuals (Fornell and Bookstein 1982) . To further investigate these issues and suggests areas for future research, a model is proposed that identifies interactive effects of sources of uncertainty, consumers' uncertainty detection, and uncertainty resolution on CE and subsequent discounting in any evaluation context. The model shown in Figure 5 extends the long observed discounting and evaluation effects of MI to broader situations involving other sources of uncertainty and ambiguity resolution.
Uncertainty/discounting can vary in 'full information' situations due to many variables such as attribute inconsistency/ambiguity, attribute type (concrete or abstract), brand equity, information source, and attribute value variance. In addition, consumers' likelihood to detect uncertainty (MI or in 'given information') could be a function of contextual variables such as their choice goal, time constraints, personal characteristics and environment. Finally, when faced with missing information, consumers often fill in values to help resolve the uncertainty of the MI and improve CE. If, similarly, consumers engage in coping behaviour to reduce the ambiguity of given information, the variables affecting that behaviour and the ultimate effects on uncertainty and CE should be investigated.
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